**Historical Dictionary of Japanese Business 2nd edition**

By Stuart D. B. Picken

Japan, although now listed as the world’s third-largest economy after that of the US and China, has been too readily dismissed in the late 20th century as a spent force. This is as unfortunate as it is incorrect for a number of reasons. First, while China is expanding economically, an enormous amount of the impetus for development as well as logistical support is coming from large numbers of Japanese corporations operating in the PRC. Major Japanese enterprises such as Toyota, Sony, and Honda are already in China or are in the process of establishing a presence there. The export of Japanese technology remains an important contribution to China’s development. The benchmark of product quality within Asia and in some areas beyond has been set by Japanese industrial standards.

**International Organizations and Environmental Protection: Conservation and Globalization in the Twentieth Century**

Edited by Wolfram Kaiser and Jan-Henrik Meyer

This volume is the first to comprehensively explore the environmental activities of regional bodies, professional communities, the United Nations, NGOs, and other international organizations during the 20th century.
Agenda is a new independent publisher of books and journals in economics and political economy for students and lecturers in institutions of education worldwide.

Agenda’s publishing aims to facilitate access to economic ideas for a readership that has traditionally found them forbidding and inaccessible, whether in the wider social sciences or in the public square, yet who nevertheless wish to gain a greater understanding of how the economy works. As well as opening up the work of mainstream economics, Agenda’s program also represents the work of other traditions and methodologies, as well as more ethically- and historically-informed studies.

All our books go through a rigorous process of peer review commensurate with the best scholarly publishing and we aim to add value throughout the production process.

Our first list is a good representation of what the coming years will bring, ranging as it does from textbooks, short primers, policy-focused books to edited collections and research monographs. With many series initiatives underway—in political economy, economic geography, feminist economics, heterodox economics, regional studies, finance and the history of economic thought—we look forward to seeing the publishing grow and mature into a list to rank alongside the best.

We would be delighted to hear from potential authors excited by the prospect of working with a new publisher and the opportunity to help shape a new list at a time when the economy has never more needed to be better understood.

January 2017
192 pages
Hardback
9781911116639
£60.00
Paperback
9781911116646
£16.99

The Political Economy of Brexit
Edited by David Bailey and Leslie Budd

This collection of essays explores the ramifications of Brexit for the UK and European economies. The contributors consider the impact of a weaker and less influential UK economy and provide an important first step in assessing the threats and challenges that a Brexit poses for the UK and wider EU economy. Questions addressed include those dealing with the impact on the manufacturing industries, funding for regional development outside of London, and on wages and labour regulations. Relations between the UK and its closest EU neighbor, the Scottish question; and how the City will maintain its position as Europe’s financial center are also addressed.

October 2016
176 pages
Hardback
9781911116011
£45.00
Paperback
9781911116004
£14.00

Civil Economy: Another Idea of the Market
By Luigino Bruni and Stefano Zamagni

Drawing on the Italian tradition of civic humanism, political economists Luigino Bruni and Stefano Zamagni, advocate the need for a more well-mannered type of economic market—a civil economy—which places well-being, virtue and the common good alongside more familiar economic goals like market share, increased productivity and competitiveness. This book distils much of the authors’ own work over the past 20 years to provide a much-needed introduction to the civil economy approach. It explores its origins and development, examines the thought and ideas of some of its pioneers and main representatives, and explains the many different fields of application of the civil economy, from the determination of gross domestic product to the management of common goods, from welfare to the organization of production and consumption.
The Economics of Music

By Peter Tschmuck

This book offers a concise, rigorous presentation of the economic fundamentals of the music industry in particular and the music economy in general. It highlights the economic principles that govern the music business as an economic good protected by copyright law. The book examines the core sectors of the industry—music publishing, sound recording, the live music market and secondary markets such as advertising and merchandising—and shows how they operate together. It includes analysis of the income streams of musicians and the wider music lobby. The impact of digitization and the economic relevance of new digital formats is given special attention—download services, streaming platforms, mobile music providers, cloud music services as well as music recognition and recommendation systems are all discussed.

The Contradictions of Capital in the Twenty-First Century: The Piketty Opportunity

Edited by Pat Hudson and Keith Tribe

This volume of essays builds upon renewed interest stimulated by the publication in 2014 of Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century. It brings together an international team of leading economic historians and economists to provide a comprehensive overview of global developments in the theory, practice and policy of inequality, and its place in the modern world order. The contributors take stock of the key concepts involved—capital, wealth and income, inequality, economic development, financialization—and evaluate the evidence for historical trends in existing national statistical data sources. To the developed economies upon which Piketty drew are added contributions covering Latin America, Africa, India and Japan, providing a global perspective upon a global phenomenon.

The Federal Reserve and its Founders: Wall Street’s Control of US Currency

By Richard A. Naclerio

The US Federal Reserve has been with us for just over 100 years. Founded in response to a major economic panic, it has played a key role in the world economy ever since, including the recent global economic downturn. To fully understand the Federal Reserve and its role today we need to examine its origins and the men that founded it. Using extensive archival sources, Richard Naclerio investigates the highly secretive events that surrounded the Fed’s creation and the bankers, financiers and economists that played a fundamental part in shaping both its organization and the role it was to play over the next century.
行動経済学

**Behavioural Economics**

*The Economy: Key Ideas*

By **Graham Mallard**

The book explores how behavioural economics has advanced our understanding of human preferences, including notions of fairness, reciprocity and inequality aversion. The mental processes involved in decision making, which can vary with the complexity of the decision and ability of the decision-maker to process the information, are also examined. The book also looks at how findings from behavioural economics have been used to alter the decisions people make (i.e. nudging).

生活賃金

**The Living Wage**

*The Economy: Key Ideas*

By **Donald Hirsch** and **Laura Valadez-Martinez**

This short primer traces the origins of the concept of the living wage and seeks to explain the current rise in its fortunes as an economic instrument with a social objective. It examines its impact on labour markets and wage levels, explores how it has been applied, and assesses whether it is an effective measure for raising living standards. Drawing on case studies from France, the Netherlands, the US and the UK, the book offers a broad-ranging analysis of the debates, policy developments, and limitations of wage floors in developed economies.

武器の経済学

**The Economics of Arms**

*The Economics of Big Business*

By **Keith Hartley**

The book begins by defining the industry, explaining why the sector is important, outlining its prime contractors and key supply chains. Its cost categories (from R&D to maintenance), the role of technical innovation, and the sector’s dependence on the monopsony buying power of Government, are all examined. The Military-Industrial-Political-Complex (MIPC) is unpacked and the behaviour of its major agents—national defence agencies, the armed forces, producer groups, political agents (voters, political parties and budget-maximising bureaucracies) is scrutinised, both in times of conflict (expansion) and peace (contraction). The book concludes by considering future trends, such as, whether arms industries are better under state or private ownership, and how they can meet the challenge of new threats in different forms. The discussion throughout is anchored to case studies from all parts of the world, including Brazil, Korea, Japan, Russia as well as UK, US and Europe.
A Little History of Economics
Kishtainy, Niall
An Introduction

The Value of Debt in Building Wealth
Anderson, Thomas J.
(272 pages) 2017.03 Wiley
Hardback 9781119049296 US$29.95

The Profit Doctrine: Economists of the Neoliberal Era
Chernomas, Robert & Hudson, Ian
(248 pages) 2016.12 Pluto Pr.
Paperback 9780745335858 £17.99

The Business of Leisure in 20th Century Britain: Pay and Play
Coopey, Richard & Lyth, Peter
(Routledge Explorations in Economic History)
(272 pages) 2017.03 Routledge
Hardback 9781138000698 £95.00

Theory and Method of Evolutionary Political Economy:
A Cyprus Symposium
Hanappi, Hardy et al. (ed.)
(Routledge Advances in Heterodox Economics)
(280 pages) 2017.01 Routledge
Hardback 9781138204096 £95.00

Advanced Introduction to Feminist Economics
Jacobsen, Joyce
(Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy)
(130 pages) 2017.01 Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781782545750 £65.00

Advanced Introduction to Trade Mark Law
Kur, Annette
(Elgar Advanced Introductions)
(180 pages) 2017.02 Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781783474936 £75.00

In the Long Run We Are All Dead: Keynesianism, Political Economy and Revolution
Mann, Geoff
(Verso)
Hardback 9781784785994 £20.00

The Economy of Hope
Ogden, Timothy N. (ed.)
(Elgar Advanced Introductions)
392 pages 2016.12 Univ. of Penn. Pr.
Hardback 9780262035101 US$49.95

The Economics of Transboundary Pollution: Evidence from Asia
Quah, Euston & Zhao, Jinhua
(Gerlach Pr.)
Hardback 9781848447516 £70.00

Advanced Introduction to International Investment Law
Reinischt, August
(Elgar Advanced Introductions)
210 pages 2017.03 Elgar
Hardback 9781783474751 £75.00

Science and Technology Development in the Gulf States:
Economic Diversification Through Regional Collaboration
Siddiqi, Afreen & Diaz Anadon, Laura (ed.)
(MIT Pr.)
Hardback 9783959940023 £65.00

Inequality in Financial Capitalism
Tridico, Pasquale
(Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy)
(264 pages) 2017.02 Routledge
Hardback 9781138944121 £95.00

Issues in Law and Economics
Winter, Harold
(Elgar Advanced Introductions)
240 pages 2017.01 Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback 9780226234999 ¥10,200
Paperback 9780226234969 ¥3,300
Heterodox economics encompasses a diverse range of traditions with a common goal of offering realistic, coherent, and alternative theoretical frameworks to understanding the capitalist economy. The Handbook’s contributions consider various aspects of capitalism such as structures, institutions, agency, and causal mechanisms in order to theorise, analyse and transform contemporary capitalism.

Drawing on a broad range of heterodox traditions including Marxian, Post Keynesian, Institutionalist, Feminist, Ecological Economics, and more, this volume offers a comprehensive statement on the current state and future directions of heterodox economics.

Given that commercial shipping has been undertaken for over 5,000 years, it is perhaps unsurprising that Maritime Economics is a well-established and flourishing area of research and study. This multi-volume work provides a one-stop collection of classic and contemporary contributions to facilitate ready access to the most influential and important scholarship from a wide range of perspectives.

Maritime Economics is edited by Wayne K. Talley, a leading scholar in the field, and includes a comprehensive introduction which places the collected material in its historical and intellectual context. This essential collection is destined to be valued by advanced students and researchers of Economics, Maritime Studies, Marine Technology, and International Business and Trade as a vital one-stop resource.

A new title from Routledge Major Works, this is a four-volume collection of cutting-edge and canonical research.
A Guide to Modern Econometrics, 5th ed
Verbeek, Marno

The Diffusion of Western Economic Ideas in East Asia
Warner, Malcolm (ed.)

Great Economic Thinkers from the Classicals to the Moderns: Translations from the series Klassiker der Nationalökonomie
Schefold, Bertram

The Magic of Concepts: History and the Economic in Twentieth-Century China
Karl, Rebecca E.

The Economic Indicator Handbook: How to Evaluate Economic Trends to Maximize Profits and Minimize Losses
Yamarone, Richard

The Fur Trade in Canada
Innis, Harold / Innis, Mary Quayle (ed.)

Governed under Stress: The Implementation of Obama’s Economic Stimulus Program
Conlan, Timothy J. et al.

Electric Experiments: Problematizing Nanotechnology
Democratic Experiments: Problematizing Nanotechnology and Democracy in Europe and the United States

Econometric Model Specification: Consistent Model Specification Tests and Semi-Nonparametric Modeling and Inference
Bieren, Herman J.

A Guide to Modern Econometrics, 5th ed
Verbeek, Marno
This comprehensive Handbook traces the experiences of diverse actors in Southeast Asia in their pursuit of development, while recognizing the multiple meanings that are attached to this term.

Maclennan, Duncan & Gibb, Kenneth (ed.)
The Scottish Economy: A Living Book
(Regions and Cities)
352 pages 2017/2 Routledge
Hardback 9781138960916 £95.00
Paperback 9781138960923 £31.99

Schroeder, Patrick J. et al.
Sustainable Asia: Supporting the Transition to Sustainable Consumption and Production in Asian Developing Countries
470 pages 2017/01 World Scientific
Hardback 9789814730907 ¥20,700

Smith, Roy et al.
International Political Economy in the 21st Century: Contemporary Issues and Analyses, 2nd ed
336 pages 2017/03 Routledge
Hardback 9781138808409 £90.00
Paperback 9781138808416 £29.99

Tan, Khee Giap et al.
Annual Competitiveness Analysis, Agricultural Productivity and Development Vision for ASEAN-10
258 pages 2016/12 World Scientific
Hardback 9789813147447 ¥18,080

Tutino, John
New Countries: Capitalism, Revolutions, and Nations in the Americas, 1750–1870
408 pages 2016/12 Duke U.P.
Hardback 9780822361145 US$99.95
Paperback 9780822361336 US$28.95

The contributors to New Countries examine how eight newly independent nations in the Western Hemisphere between 1750 and 1870 played fundamental roles in the global transformation from commercial to industrial capitalism.

Yu, Hong
Networking China: The Digital Transformation of the Chinese Economy
(Geopolitics of Information)
232 pages 2017/01 U. of Illinois Pr.
Hardback 978025202040917 US$95.00
Paperback 978025202082399 US$28.00

Bougrine, Hassan
The Creation of Wealth and Poverty: Means and Ways
(Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy)
140 pages 2016/12 Routledge
Hardback 9781138816756 £95.00

Corbett, Jack
Australia's Foreign Aid Dilemma: Humanitarian Aspirations Confront Democratic Legitimacy
(Routledge Humanitarian Studies)
240 pages 2017/02 Routledge
Hardback 9781138969716 £85.00

Crawford, Gordon et al. (ed.)
Understanding Global Development Research: Fieldwork, Issues, Experiences, and Reflections
320 pages 2017/02 Sage
Hardback 9781473906662 £85.00
Paperback 9781473906679 £29.99

Hahnel, Robin
Income Distribution and Environmental Sustainability: A Sraffian Approach
(Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy)
168 pages 2016/12 Routledge
Hardback 9781138914513 £29.99

Jones, Charles I.
Macroeconomics (ISE), 4th ed
656 pages 2017/01 W.W. Norton
Paperback 9780393615333 US$69.95

Macroecnomics is the first text to truly reflect today's macroeconomy. In this teachable, coherent book, the author makes complex topics easily understandable for undergraduates and combines innovative treatment of both the short run and the long run with a strong emphasis on problem solving.

Marthinsen, John E.
International Macroeconomics for Business and Political Leaders
128 pages 2017/01 Routledge
Hardback 9781138635388 £45.00

Paperback 9781138635395 £29.99

He has written extensively about the impacts of current policies on developing countries and the role of the developing countries in the world economy. His work has been widely cited and has influenced policy makers and researchers alike.
Randstad’s Polycentric Metropolis
Zonneveld, Wil (ed.)

Racial Divide
Williams, Robert B.

The Privileges of Wealth: Rising Inequality and the Growing Racial Divide
Williams, Robert B.

The Role of NGOs in African Socio-Economic Development
Owens, Trudy & Burger, Ronelle

Employment, Growth and Development: Essays on a Changing World Economy
Nayyar, Deepak

The Vanishing Middle Class: Prejudice and Power in a Dual Economy
Temin, Peter

Chinese State Owned Enterprises in West Africa: Triple-Embedded Globalization
Lam, Katy N.

Theory and Analys Multinatl Enterprse
Pearce

Econometric Models for Industrial Organization
Shum, Matthew

This fascinating look at the unpredictable path of a single commodity will change the way readers look at both tea and the emergence of America.
Visitor Management in Tourism Destinations

Visitor Management (VM) may be considered as a component of tourism management. This book demonstrates current knowledge on VM and provides insight into conceptual issues.

Chen, Joseph S. & Prebensen, Nina K.
Nature-Based Tourism

Nature-based tourism—a concept explaining the global hegemony of the multinational pharmaceutical industry. He outlines pharmacology's logic in two case studies from contemporary India to demonstrate the stakes of its intersection with health, politics, democracy, and global capital.

Sunder Rajan, Kaushik
Pharmacology: Value, Politics, and Knowledge in Global Biomedicine

Rajan traces the structure and operation of what he calls pharmacology—a concept explaining the global hegemony of the multinational pharmaceutical industry. He outlines pharmacology's logic in two case studies from contemporary India to demonstrate the stakes of its intersection with health, politics, democracy, and global capital.

Bridge, Simon
The Search for Entrepreneurship: More Questions Than Answers

This book offers a comprehensive global examination of the relationship between public transport and tourism. It offers a unique analysis of the transport experience and shows how the public transport system, the tourism industry, and the environment all benefit when public transport is widely used by tourists.
EDWARD ELGAR

Handbook of Social Capital and Regional Development

Edited by Hans Westlund

The role of social capital in regional development is a multifaceted topic which is studied all over the world using various methods and across numerous disciplines.

EDWARD ELGAR

Handbook of Teaching and Learning in Tourism

Edited by Pierre Benckendorff and Anita Zehrer

A burgeoning tourism industry accompanied by a growing demand for employees has translated into an increasing need for tourism education to adequately prepare the workforce equipped to serve the present and future needs of the industry.

Hall, Derek (ed.)

Turismo y geopolítica

Tourism and Geopolitics

272 pages 2017.01 CAB

Hardback 9781780647616 £95.00

By scrutinising the relationships between geopolitics and tourism within the region, the text looks at the important historical role of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) in geopolitical thinking.

Howard, Penny McCall / Smith, Alexander (ed.)

環境,労働,資本主義:スコットランドにおける環境に向けた労働

Environment, Labour and Capitalism at Sea: ‘Working the Ground’ in Scotland

(New Ethnographies)

288 pages 2017.02 Manchester U.P.

Hardback 9781784994143 £75.00

This book combines phenomenology and political economy to offer new approaches for analyses of human-environment relations and technologies. It contributes to the social studies of fisheries through an analysis of how fishing practices and social relations are shaped by political economy.

Hughes, David McDermott

Energy Without Conscience: Oil, Climate Change, and Complicity

208 pages 2017.03 Duke U.P.

Hardback 97808223363064 US$79.95

Paperback 97808223362982 US$22.95

Konstanje, Maximiliano E.

The Rise of Thana-Capitalism and Tourism

142 pages 2016.12 Routledge

Hardback 9781138209268 £90.00

Liechty, Mark

Far Out: Countercultural Seekers and the Tourist Encounter in Nepal

392 pages 2017.02 Univ. of Chicago Pr.

Hardback 9780226428949 ¥12,600

Paperback 9780226428949 ¥4,200

Litherland, Benjamin & Georgiou, Dion (ed.)

Sport’s Relationship with Other Leisure Industries: Historical Perspectives

352 pages 2017.01 Routledge

Hardback 9781138223424 £90.00

Ma, Winston

China’s Mobile Economy: Opportunities in the Largest and Fastest Information Consumption Boom

368 pages 2016.12 Wiley

Paperback 9781119172397 US$34.95

Marschall, Sabine (ed.)

Turismo y guerra, migración, exilio

Tourism and Memories of Home: Migrants, Displaced People, Exiles and Diasporic Communities

(Tourism and Cultural Change)

296 pages 2017.02 Channel View

Hardback 9781845416035 £109.95

Paperback 9781845416028 £34.95

This book investigates ‘home’ and ‘homeland’ as destinations of touristic journeys and adds to recent scholarly interest in the intersection between tourism and migration. It covers the temporary visits and journeys in search of home and homelands by migrants, displaced people, exiles and diasporic communities.
McMahon, Brian
*The Ford Century in Minnesota*
384 pages 2017.02  U. of Minnesota Pr.
Hardback 9780816637195 US$39.95

McNally, Robert
*Crude Volatility: The History and the Future of Boom-Bust Oil Prices*
(Center on Global Energy Policy Series)
288 pages 2017.02  Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231178143 US$35.00

Nicoli, Marina
*The Rise and Fall of the Italian Film Industry*
(Routledge International Studies in Business History, 35)
240 pages 2017.01  Routledge
Hardback 9781138790056 £95.00

Ockert, Susan (ed.)
(U.S. Databook Series)
600 pages 2017.02  Bernan Pr.
Hardback 9781598888782 US$175.00
Here is a comprehensive and practical collection of data from as early as 1890 that reflects the nation's economic performance. It provides over 80 years of annual, quarterly, and monthly data in industrial and demographic detail including key indicators such as: gross domestic product, personal income, spending, saving, employment, unemployment, the capital stock, and more.

Rasiah, Rajah & Yap, Xiao Shan
*Catching Up and Leapfrogging: The New Latecomers in the Integrated Circuits Industry*
(Routledge Studies in Global Competition)
166 pages 2016.12  Routledge
Hardback 9781138212787 £95.00

Reic, Ivna
*Events Marketing Management: A Consumer Perspective*
240 pages 2017.01  Routledge
Hardback 9780415533577 £90.00
Paperback 9780415533584 £34.99

Sigala, Marianna et al. (ed.)
*Advances in Social Media for Travel, Tourism and Hospitality: New Perspectives, Practice and Cases*
(New Directions in Tourism Analysis)
320 pages 2017.02  Routledge
Hardback 9781472469205 £95.00

Smith, Stephen L.J.
*Practical Tourism Research, 2nd ed*
256 pages 2016.12  CABI
Paperback 9781780648873 £39.99
Training in research methods is increasingly important for students of tourism, and this broad, accessible textbook outlines the concepts and tools essential to understand, manage, and conduct research.

Thomas-Hope, Elizabeth (ed.)
*Climate Change and Food Security: Africa and the Caribbean*  
(Routledge Advances in Climate Change Research)  
236 pages 2016.12  Routledge
Hardback 9781138204270 £85.00

Vasigh, Bijan & Gorjipoor, Javad
*Engineering Economics for Aviation and Aerospace*
620 pages 2016.12  Routledge
Hardback 9781138185777 £120.00
Paperback 9781138185784 £59.99

Verma, Raj
*India and China in Africa: A Comparative Perspective of the Oil Industry*
288 pages 2016.12  Routledge
Hardback 9781138121935 £90.00

White, Leanne (ed.)
*Commercial Nationalism and Tourism: Selling the National Story*  
(Aспекты Туризма)  
304 pages 2017.01  Channel View
Hardback 9781845415891 £109.95
Paperback 9781845415884 £34.95
This book combines academic analysis and critical exploration to examine national narratives in the context of tourism and events. It explores how particular narratives are woven to tell (and sell) a national story and closely examines how national texts create key archival imagery that can promote tourism and events and shape national identity.

Yan, Hongliang
*中国におけるヘリテージ・ツーリズム：近代性、アイデンティティ、持続可能性*  
(This book offers new approaches and insights into the relationships between heritage tourism and notions of modernity, identity building and sustainable development in China. It demonstrates that the role of the state, politics, institutional arrangements and tradition have a considerable impact on perceptions of these notions.

Boniface Chimphango
*The Development of African Capital Markets: A Legal and Institutional Approach*  
(Routledge Contemporary Africa)  
272 pages 2017.01  Routledge
Hardback 9781138222045 £90.00
Central Banks and Gold: How Tokyo, London, and New York Shaped the Modern World
(Cornell Studies in Money)
Hardback 2017.02 Cornell U.P.
    Hardcover 9781501704949 US$39.95

As revealed here for the first time, close cooperation between central banks began along an unexpected axis, between London and Tokyo, around the year 1900, with the Bank of England’s secret use of large Bank of Japan funds to intervene in the London markets. Central-bank cooperation became multilateral during World War I—the moment when Japan first emerged as a creditor country. In 1919 and 1920, as Japan, Great Britain, and the United States adopted deflation policies, the results of cooperation were realized in the world’s first globally coordinated program of monetary policy.

Cheung, Yan-Leung et al.
Hong Kong’s Global Financial Centre and China’s Development: Changing Roles and Future Prospects
(Comparative Development and Policy in Asia)
Hardback 2016.12 Routledge
    Hardcover 9781138187658 £95.00

Chin, Eric et al.
金融工学における問題と解決：エクイティ・デリバティブ
Problems and Solutions in Mathematical Finance: Equity Derivatives
(Wiley Finance Series, 2)
Hardback 2016.12 Wiley
    Hardcover 9781119965824 US$65.00

Cline, William R.
Right Balance for Banks—Theory and Evidence on Optimal Capital Requirement
(Policy Analyses in International Economics, 107)
Paperback 2017.02 Peterson Institute
    Paperback 9780881327212 US$24.00

Cooperman, Elizabeth S.
Managing Financial Institutions: A Sustainability Approach
(Routledge International Studies in Money and Banking)
Hardback 2016.12 Routledge
    Hardcover 9781138900035 £170.00

Goldstein, Morris
Banking’s Final Exam: Stress Testing and Bank-Capital Reform
Hardback 2017.01 Peterson Institute
    Paperback 97811381327052 US$24.00

Hubner, Kurt
Currencies and Currency Policies in the Global Economy
(Routledge International Studies in Money and Banking)
Hardback 2017.01 Routledge
    Hardcover 9780415482653 £90.00

Le Bellac, Mathieu & Viricel, Arnaud
Deep Dive into Financial Models: Modeling Risk and Uncertainty
197 pages 2016.12 World Scientific
    Hardcover 9789813143715 ¥12,840

Murphy, Sharon Ann
他の金：初期のアメリカ共和制における銀行取引
Other People’s Money: How Banking Worked in the Early American Republic
(How Things Worked)
208 pages 2017.03 Johns Hopkins U.P.
    Hardcover 9781421421742 US$55.00

Sandbu, Martin
Europe’s Orphan: The Future of the Euro and the Politics of Debt, updated ed
336 pages 2017.02 Princeton U.P.
    Paperback 9780691175942 ¥2,390

Subacchi, Paola
The People’s Money: How China is Building a Global Currency
256 pages 2016.12 Columbia U.P.
    Hardcover 9780231173469 US$35.00

Vaughan, Liam & Finch, Gavin
The Fix: How Bankers Lied, Cheated and Colluded to Rig the World’s Most Important Number
(Bloomberg)
216 pages 2016.12 Wiley
    Hardcover 9781118995723 US$24.95

Preda, Alex
Noise: Living and Trading in Electronic Finance
264 pages 2017.02 Univ. of Chicago Pr.
    Hardcover 9780226427438 ¥12,600

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hedge Fund Compliance: Risks, Regulation, and Management</td>
<td>Scharfman, Jason A</td>
<td>Wiley</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>US$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The RMB Exchange Rate: Past, Current, and Future</td>
<td>Toh, Han Shih</td>
<td>World Scientific</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>¥15,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Governance and Transnationalizing Capitalist hegemony: The Myth of the 'Emerging Powers'</td>
<td>Taylor, Ian</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is China an Empire?</td>
<td>Toh, Han Shih</td>
<td>World Scientific</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>¥11,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China's Belt and Road Initiatives and its Neighboring Diplomacy</td>
<td>Zhang, Jie (ed.)</td>
<td>World Scientific</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>¥15,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Justice in Contemporary U.S. Narratives</td>
<td>Athanassakis, Yanoula</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability in the Water Energy Food Nexus</td>
<td>Bhaduri, Anik (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of the Future of Economic Growth: Historical Roots of Current Debates on Sustainable Degrowth</td>
<td>Borowy, Iris &amp; Schmelzer, Matthias (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming the Countryside: The Electrification of Rural Britain</td>
<td>Brassley, Paul (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Role of Government in Water Markets</td>
<td>Casado-Perez, Vanessa</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Economics of Land Markets and Their Regulation</td>
<td>Cheshire, Paul C. (ed.)</td>
<td>Edward Elgar</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>£275.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Handbook of Transitions to Energy and Climate Security**

*Routledge International Handbooks*

**Edited by Robert E. Looney**

This title thoroughly discusses the transformation of the energy security policy arena brought on by two dramatic developments—the increased potential availability of energy in many parts of the world on the supply side, and on the demand side increasing concerns over the harmful effects on the environment brought on by the use of fossil fuels.

**Energy Security in Asia and Eurasia**

*Routledge Contemporary Asia*

**Edited by Mike M. Mochizuki and Deepa M. Ollapally**

This book focuses on Asia, where global demand for energy is now concentrated in the aspiring and rising powers of the region: China, India, Japan, and South Korea, and also recognises the importance of Russia as a growing energy supplier. Contributions by experts in the field provide detailed and parallel case studies. Shedding light on the ongoing debate in the literature regarding energy outlooks of major Asian states, they analyse whether energy policies are expected to evolve along market oriented cooperative lines or more competitive and even destructive mercantile, nationalist lines. The book argues that states are not unitary actors even in the key energy security arena and there are competing and contrasting viewpoints in Asian states on energy security.

**Communism for Kids**

*MIT Press*

**By Bini Adamczak / Translated by Jacob Blumenfeld and Sophie Lewis**

This little book presents political theory in the simple terms of a children’s story, accompanied by illustrations of lovable little revolutionaries experiencing their political awakening. It all unfolds like a story, with jealous princesses, fancy swords, displaced peasants, mean bosses, and tired workers—not to mention a Ouija board, a talking chair, and a big pot called “the state.” Before they know it, readers are learning about the economic history of feudalism, class struggles in capitalism, different ideas of communism, and more. Finally, competition between two factories leads to a crisis that the workers attempt to solve in six different ways (most of them borrowed from historic models of communist or socialist change). Each attempt fails, since true communism is not so easy after all. But it’s also not that hard. At last, the people take everything into their own hands and decide for themselves how to continue. Happy ending? Only the future will tell. With an epilogue that goes deeper into the theoretical issues behind the story, this book is perfect for all ages and all who desire a better world.
Hale argues that our unique burden as human beings is that we can act for reasons, good or bad. If nature is cruel, we still need to be environmentally conscientious. Much of the time nature can be bad—in order to show that even war, the authors demonstrate that there are many examples of and mechanisms for more peaceful dispute resolution regarding natural resources, even in the face of water paucity and climate change.

Although media coverage and some scholars tend to cast nature as leading inexorably toward armed conflict and war, the authors demonstrate that there are many examples of and mechanisms for more peaceful dispute resolution regarding natural resources, even in the face of water paucity and climate change.

For years, environmentalists have insisted that nature is fundamentally good. In this book, Hale adopts the opposite position—that much of the time nature can be bad—in order to show that even if nature is cruel, we still need to be environmentally conscientious. Hale argues that our unique burden as human beings is that we can act for reasons, good or bad.
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Hardback 9780822362135 US$79.95
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Moving away from a simplified food politics that is largely land based, Elspeth Probyn looks at food politics from an ocean-centric perspective by tracing the global movement of several marine species to explore the complex and entangled relationship between humans and fish.

Milstein, Tema et al. (ed.)
Environmental Sustainability and American Public Administration: Past, Present, and Future
356 pages 2017.01 Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498509664 US$95.00

This book discusses the many meanings of “sustainability,” explores the importance of economics in environmental policy-making, and highlights the schools of thought in environmental ethics. It concludes that public administrators can play an important role in ensuring that environmental sustainability is an integral part of American government.

Nagtzaam, Gerry
Arctic Futures: The New Geopolitics of Energy
256 pages 2017.01 I.B. Tauris
Hardback 9781848853805 £45.00

“Aought to be” have developed over time and what happens when these ideals are implemented by the National Park Service (NPS).

Watt, Laura Alice
The Paradox of Preservation: Wilderness and Working Landscapes at Point Reyes National Seashore
368 pages 2017.01 U. of California Pr.
Hardback 97805202777076 US$85.00
Paperback 9780520277083 US$26.95

Point Reyes National Seashore has a long history as a working landscape; yet, since 1962 it has also been managed as a National Seashore. This title chronicles how national ideals about what a park “ought to be” have developed over time and what happens when these ideals are implemented by the National Park Service (NPS).
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184 pages 2017.01 Routledge
Hardback 9780415721721 £90.00
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Animate Planet: Making Visceral Sense of Living in a High-Tech Ecologically Damaged World
(Anima)
264 pages 2017.01 Duke U.P.
Hardback 9780822362104 US$89.95
Paperback 9780822362236 US$24.95

Kath Weston addresses the emergence of a new animism in the context of food, energy, water, and climate to trace how new intimacies between humans, animals, and the environment are emerging as people attempt to understand how the high-tech ecologically damaged world they have made is remaking them.
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<td>Perspectives on Labour Market Policies: Youth, Diversity and Employment: Comparative</td>
<td>Hvinden, Bjorn &amp; Halvorsen, Rune (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9781786431455</td>
<td>US$90.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages are the main determinant of living standards for the vast majority of workers and families around the world.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9781786431479</td>
<td>US$30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Wages Around the World</td>
<td>Baird, Marian et al. (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9781138119048</td>
<td>US$95.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This book aims to explore the designed landscapes associated with factories and corporations in the UK and US created since the industrial revolution. It is largely historical, focusing on the period between 1890 and 1930 but it comes right up to date with initiatives such as secret gardens and vegetable allotments at the London Google offices.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9781784993009</td>
<td>US$75.00</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Transnational Aging and Reconfigurations of Kin Work</td>
<td>Dossa, Parin &amp; Coe, Cati (ed.)</td>
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<td>256</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9780813588087</td>
<td>US$95.00</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Hicks, Marie</td>
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<td>Hardcover</td>
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</tr>
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<td>9781783475995</td>
<td>US$70.00</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Creative Working in the Knowledge Economy</td>
<td>Loo, Sai</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9781138211391</td>
<td>US$95.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismantling Solidarity: Capitalist Politics and American Pensions Since the New Deal</td>
<td>McCarthy, Michael</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9780081454226</td>
<td>US$89.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation, Economic Inclusion and African Workers: Making the Right Connections</td>
<td>Meagher, Kate &amp; Bolt, Maxim (ed.)</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9781138218949</td>
<td>US$90.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undervalued Dissent: Informal Workers’ Politics in India</td>
<td>Nair, Manjusha</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9781438462455</td>
<td>US$85.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerity and the Labor Movement</td>
<td>Schiavone, Michael</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9780852029334</td>
<td>US$85.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>How May I Help You?: An Immigrant’s Journey from MBA to Minimum Wage</td>
<td>Singh, Deepak</td>
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<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9780520293311</td>
<td>US$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Antigay Bias in Role-Model Occupations</td>
<td>Spitko, E. Gary</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>978012248708</td>
<td>US$65.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Population, Development and Welfare in the History of Economic Thought</td>
<td>Sunna, Claudia</td>
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<td>255</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>9780415362788</td>
<td>£85.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Labour Managed Firms and Post-Capitalism</td>
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Rakopoulos, Theodoros
From Clans to Co-Ops: Confiscated Mafia Land in Sicily
(The Human Economy, 4)
244 pages  2017.02  Berghahn
Hardback  9781785334009  US$95.00

Karakatsanis, Leonidas & Papadogiannis, Nikolaos (ed.)
Politics of Culture in Turkey, Greece & Cyprus: Performing the Left Since the Sixties
(Routledge Advances in Mediterranean Studies)
352 pages  2017.03  Routledge
Hardback  9781138914452  £90.00

Murthy, Viren & Joyce, C. H. Liu (ed.)
East-Asian Marxisms and Their Trajectories
(Interventions)
256 pages  2017.02  Routledge
Hardback  9781138919846  £90.00

Roberts, William Clare
Marx’s Inferno: The Political Theory of Capital
304 pages  2016.12  Princeton U.P.
Hardback  9780691172903  ¥4,500

Finley, Carmel
All the Boats on the Ocean: How Government Subsidies Led to Global Overfishing
224 pages  2017.02  Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback  9780226443379  ¥5,400

Hinchliffe, Steve et al.
Pathological Lives: Disease, Space and Biopolitics
(RGS-IBG Book Series)
264 pages  2016.12  Wiley
Hardback  9781118997598  US$94.95
Paperback  9781118997604  US$39.95

Lymbery, Philip
Dead Zone: Where the Wild Things Were
384 pages  2017.03  Bloomsbury Academic
Paperback  9781408868263  £12.99

This series of books provides short, accessible introductions to the economics of major business sector—from airlines to supermarkets, music to pharmaceuticals—explaining how they function and operate. Drawing on case-study material where appropriate, each book examines their business model and economic strategy, how they compete, price, seek efficiencies, manage suppliers, and maximise productivity. They explore the determinants of profitability, how margin is calculated and cash managed. Each book considers the unique issues facing each sector’s future, as well as more general cross-sector challenges, which may be ethical, technological, or environmental. The series will also explore wider questions thrown up by the concentration of economic power, such as the impact on labour, consumers and investors, and the influence corporations have on government policy.

Titles
- The Economics of Airlines  (forthcoming) by Volodymyr Bilotkach
- The Economics of Arms  by Keith Hartley  (see page 4)
- The Economics of Music  by Peter Tschmuck  (see page 3)
- The Economics of Oil and Gas  (forthcoming) by Xiaoyi Mu

The Economics of Big Business (Agenda Publishing)
(本シリーズとアジェンダ出版については2〜4ページをご覧ください。)

政治理論・思想・イデオロギー

生態学・生物資源
The WSPC Reference of Natural Resources and Environmental Policy in the Era of Global Change 4 volume set

Edited by Felix Munoz Garcia, et al.

This set provides a comprehensive and prominent reference of various highly authoritative volumes of long-term scientific value, for milestone concepts and theories. The books in the reference set are edited by leading experts in the fields of: Game Theory, International Relations and Global Politics, Computable General Equilibrium (CGE): Economy-Wide Modeling, and Experimental Economics. Policy implications are addressed, including current challenges and future perspectives.

The Economies of China and India: Cooperation and Conflict

Edited by John Whalley, et al.

China and India, the two largest developing countries, are developing rapidly both inside themselves and towards global markets. Are these two economies dual or dueling? This 3-volume set tries to answer this question by providing comprehensive analyses scoping varied economic issues. This set covers both China’s and India’s strategies and objectives in international governance, their bilateral and multilateral trade agreement negotiations, financial liberalization, growth prospects, rural development and agriculture, income distribution, labor market mechanism, manufacturing and competitiveness upgrading, as well as environmental and other social issues.